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Munich – Urban Infrastructure

1 Executive Summary
This study forms part of Market Research for a Climate services Observatory (MARCO), a research project
funded through the European Commission’s Horizon 2020 Environment and Resources programme. With
growing appreciation of the risks (and ‘opportunities’) that climate change presents, climate services are
helping organisations to mitigate, adapt, and become future-resilient. However, relatively little is known
about the climate services market, with unaddressed gaps existing between supply and demand. MARCO
endeavours to understand these gaps by providing a 360° view of Europe’s climate services market,
endowing suppliers and users alike with the insight to predict the sector’s future direction and growth.

EU Horizon 2020 Climate project MARCO deals with analysis of the climate services market. In this framing,
MARCO will analyze market structures and drivers, obstacles and opportunities from scientific, technical,
legal, ethical, governance and socioeconomic vantage points. The analysis is grounded in economic and
social science embedded innovation theories on how service markets with public and private features can
develop, and how innovations may succeed.

The following Case Study aims to provide as an outcome concrete examples of climate services use in the
case of urban infrastructure. The case study is based on the outcomes of the Co-Creation Workshop,
featuring the example of the city of Munich. The Workshop was organized by UnternehmerTUM – a center
for innovation and business creation – to provide a deeper understanding of the different stakeholder
situations and user needs, and build a network between climate experts in Munich for future cooperation
with the objective of supporting growth of Climate Services market segments. Several Experts from the City
of Munich and three chosen Start Ups presented how they deal with climate data in their daily business as
well as their challenges, needs and current activities.

In chapter 2 the background, scope and the definition of climate services in general and of urban
infrastructure will be clarified. As well there will be an overview about the climate risks in the urban
infrastructure sector in chapter 2. Next in chapter 3 the workshop design and method will be explained
before introducing the several participants. Chapter 4 will focus on the characteristics of the market
including a demand analysis, a value chain analysis and covering gender aspects. Based on the results of the
workshop discussion in chapter 6 future market fields and specific opportunities for the stakeholder as well
as framework conditions will be presented. Finally there will be a recommendation part in chapter 7 and a
conclusion in chapter 8 closing the case study.
June 2018
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As an outcome, the data quality and ease of access satisfies the user demands. However, a single
centralized source that consolidates all available information combined with socio-economic data to create
analysis for individual, specific needs would make it easier. This results in the need for big data analysis and
the translation of scientific data into added value for customers and customer specific prototypes. For that,
the creation of prototypes is required; an important innovation in the field of climate services. New cooperations have developed – which is the reason for the multitude of funded/supported projects with a
diversity of stakeholders. Apart from that, an increasing number of start-ups are using climate data – this
way start-ups can function as a link between science and future climate data clients.

The trend of urbanization combined with increasing awareness of climate change and the transition to
Green and Smart Cities, results in the need of more high quality data. This creates opportunities for future
growth in new and emerging markets. To enhance Climate Services adoption and to mitigate Climate risks
the participants of the Co-Creation Workshop agreed on specific next steps to cooperate and the exchange
of knowledge frequently, as well as using the synergies of the Horizon 2020 project MARCO of which they
are now an active part.

2 Definition of the Sector
To avoid misinterpretations, it is important to clarify what exactly is meant by Urban Infrastructure and
Climate Service in this Case Study.
The European Commission defines Climate Services as the transformation of climate-related data –
together with other relevant information – into customized products such as projections, trends, economic
analysis, counselling on best practices, development and evaluation of solutions and any other service
in relation to climate that may be of use for society at large (MARCO: European Commission, 2015).
In this case, Munich was selected as the case study location, owing in part to the fact that Climate Services
are integrated in the Climate Protection targets of the city in terms of resilience and mitigation. This case
study will focus on Urban Infrastructure and Smart Cities in the context of Climate Mitigation and
Adaptation.

2.1 Urban Infrastructure in General
The facts are undeniable: Climate protection must begin in the cities. Large cities cover only about one
percent of the Earth's surface. Yet they consume 75 percent of the world’s energy, and they produce 80
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percent of the world's greenhouse gas emissions – carbon dioxide (CO2) above all. Today, about half of the
world’s population lives in cities. By 2025, that figure is expected to reach 60 percent.
Urban Infrastructure in general covers all of a city´s assets. These include local departments' information
systems, schools, libraries, transportation systems, hospitals, water supply networks, waste management
processes, law enforcement, and other community services – summed up as Urban Infrastructures. Smart
City is becoming a keyword in such discussions. Smart City is a trend term and an urban development
Vision. The objective of Smart City is to integrate technology in a secure fashion to manage a city's assets.
Improving Urban Infrastructure leads to opportunities enabling better quality of life. The following figure
shows the CO2 (in thousand tons of CO2 p.a.) emission of Munich in 2008 by category:

Figure 1 CO2 Emissions by category; estimate of the Wuppertal Institute 2008

Munich has already set itself the goal of reducing its CO2 emissions by 50 percent (compared to the 1990
levels) by 2030 (as mentioned by a representative of the City Department during the Co-Creation
Workshop). Achieving a better quality of life also means awareness of climate risks and mitigation of
Climate Change. By integrating Climate Data into various technologies used by citizens, the infrastructure,
performance and quality of urban services will increase. Cities will be better prepared to face challenges
like environmental change and quality of life will improve. Concurrently, this leads to a higher level of
attractiveness for the city. To make sure that Climate Change is not only an issue faced by individuals or
small groups, cities, nations and the EU are trying to define a common understanding of this challenge and
build a wide trans-boundary cooperation network.
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Figure 2 Munich compared with other cities; estimate of the Wuppertal Institute 2008

There are certain areas of a city’s infrastructure that contribute to the majority of CO2 output, with
transportation, insufficient building insulation, inefficient heating and energy systems, and power-hungry
appliances and lighting systems as the primary producers of emissions. In Munich today, traffic contributes
about 15 percent of all CO2 emissions (Wuppertal Institute 2008). 12 percent of this is from passenger
traffic, and 3 percent from freight traffic. Compared to other German cities like Hamburg or Cologne, shortrange public transportation and foot traffic also plays a relatively large role in Munich. But a comparison
with major Swiss cities or Vienna makes it clear that the potential of public transportation and nonmotorized traffic in the city is far from exhausted. As examples from other metropolitan regions show, CO2
emissions caused by motorized individual transport can also be reduced through the intelligent
management of street traffic; for example by paid roads, a toll system, low emission zones or additional
bus lines. A large portion of traffic is caused by drivers attempting to find suitable parking spaces within
congested city limits and overcrowded laneways. Development of “smart parking” systems, like the
technology being developed by Munich based Startup ParkHere, provides motorists real time data on
available parking spaces by utilizing a combination of self-powered sensors and cloud based applications.
Innovations like this could reduce parking-search induced traffic by up to 43 percent and have a significant
impact on transportation related emissions (ParkHere Website).
According to a case study done by Siemens in 2008, nearly half of all CO2 emissions in Munich are produced
by building heating. Utilization of better insulation technologies could result in a dramatic 80 percent
reduction in heating needs within the next 50 years (Siemens Case Study 2008). This includes not only
construction of new buildings with improved insulation, but also the refurbishment of existing structures
containing insufficient heating control methods. The refurbishment cycle for buildings is approximately 50
years, and to ensure that almost all buildings are made energy efficient within the next half century, four
times as many building owners would need to renovate their buildings than current rates indicate. The
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German Ministry for Building aims to achieve an annual thermal refurbishment quota of 3 percent, up from
the present 1.5 percent annual rate. While initial costs for such renovations can be high, there are
substantial potential savings feasible over the long term through reduced energy costs, government
subsidies as incentives, and increased building value to potential renters and buyers. The combination of
improved energy efficiency in buildings with district heating systems (heat distribution from a centralized
location) could reduce CO2 emissions to roughly 300 kilograms per capita per year – about one tenth of
current levels (Siemens Case Study 2008).

Figure 3 Energy consumption in Munich; estimate of the Wuppertal Institute 2008

In addition to improved insulation and heating controls, possibilities for reducing electricity consumption
through the use of more efficient lighting and household appliances, and optimization of building airconditioning systems, hold great potential as emissions abatement components. Just by using an intelligent
management system for heating, air-conditioning and lighting, up to 30 percent of electricity in large
buildings can be saved. These technologies are easily accessible and can be retrofitted on buildings at any
time without costly refurbishment expenditures. Figure 3 shows the distribution of energy consumption in
Munich in 2008 by source and sector. As the shift from predominantly fossil fuel generated electricity to
renewable sources continues, varied energy flows in all directions will require the need for “smart grids” or
“virtual power plants”. An entire range of power generation technologies, such as photovoltaic, wind,
geothermal and biogas/biomass will be produced and stored in a decentralized manner. Another Munich
Startup, GridX, is developing a digital power supply that intelligently networks all electricity producers to
June 2018
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provide households and industrial buildings the most energy and cost efficient solutions. Taking the idea of
utilizing an amalgamation of renewable energy resources in combination with low energy buildings a step
further, “plus energy” concept buildings use no additional energy and actually produce a surplus (via solar
panels) that can be fed back into the energy grid for a profit via smart power supply systems like GridX.

Figure 4 Investment costs for refurbishment and new construction; estimate of the Wuppertal Institute 2008

As mentioned above, initial investment costs of developing the required infrastructure to reach 2030
emissions goals is quite substantial. Figure 4 shows the expense of refurbishments and construction of new
energy efficient buildings alone to total €13 billion through the middle of the century, or €200 annually per
resident. However, these additional investments will be offset by annual energy savings of between €1.6
billion to €2.6 billion – a per capita savings of €1,200 to €2,000. Over the entire period until 2058, energy
cost savings would equate to over €30 billion; far exceeding the initial investment. The city’s ability to
impact CO2 emissions through its own infrastructure investments is limited, however. In order to achieve
the ambitious reduction goals Munich has set for itself, a large portion of the responsibility falls on the
citizens themselves to adopt new technologies and invest in building renovations in both their homes and
businesses. Governments can influence resident behavior by clearly demonstrating the long term financial
benefits of new energy efficient technologies and offering financing schemes and other incentives. Energy
efficiency becomes especially enticing when it can be translated into amount of money saved. (Wuppertal
Institute 2008).
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2.2 Overview of Sector Climate Risks – Climate Vulnerability Analysis
The Urban Infrastructure sector faces a unique set of challenges in relation to climate change risk and
mitigation, with reduction of CO2 emissions as a central focus. In the period from 1990 - 2014, CO2 output in
Munich decreased by 40% to about 7.2 t per capita. While reducing the use of automobiles through
implementation of low emission zones, improved public transport and increased bicycle laneways and trails
has been successful, further developments are needed to meet the overall city emissions goal of 50%
reduction by 2030. This can be achieved through innovations in the transport sector, such as increased
efficiency of electric vehicles and supporting infrastructure, as well as improved building construction and
design. Better insulation, more effective heating, power co-generation systems, and energy efficient
lighting systems and appliances can all have a substantial impact on emission reduction efforts. Transition
to renewable energy resources will also play a significant role.

Average temperatures in Bavaria have increased by 1.4 ° C since 1881, contributing to rising thermal
stresses on roads, buildings and public squares. Additionally, the resulting increase of heat waves and dry
phases during summer months has effects on groundwater remediation, sewage disposal, water quality
and fire hazards (among others). Expanding green spaces by planting trees as shade providers, moisture
regulators and windbreaks can help alleviate stress on infrastructure caused by prolonged periods of heat
and direct sunlight. Rising temperatures and UV radiation levels can also pose public health risks related to
hypertension, cardiovascular disease, eye conditions, skin cancer and even allergies. Furthermore, seasons
are shifting, with the vegetation period from spring to autumn expanded by a total of 26 days since 1980.
Flight time of grasses and tree pollen occurs 20 days earlier in the year, and annual pollen volume has more
than doubled; contributing to increased development of hay fever and respiratory diseases. To combat
public health risks posed by Climate Change, preventative measures such as new working time models that
protect workers from heat and sun exposure should be implemented. Education of the public about
potential health hazards, consideration of allergenic potential in the cultivation of public spaces by utilizing
“low-pollen” plants, and monitoring of atmospheric pollution concentration via improved technologies
(such as those developed by Munich Startup Hawa Dawa) are essential in mitigation efforts related to
Climate Change induced health risks.

Strong weather occurrences and changing rain patterns are also climate related challenges concerning the
city. Since Munich is affected by rain events both in the city itself and in the Alps, taking action to be better
prepared for flooding is critical. The combination of significantly decreased snow cover, increased intensive
short-term precipitation events, and rising frequency of strong storms all present potential flood damage
risks to roads and buildings – especially in the winter months. The section of the Isar River that runs directly
June 2018
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through Munich is of particular concern, and steps have been taken to mitigate it’s vulnerability to major
flooding disasters. The “Isar Plan” was launched in 1995 with the aims of bettering flood control by
increasing water retention capacity, improving flood runoff and discharge rates, restoring natural ecological
habitats, and enhancing recreational spaces along the river.

3 Co-Creation Workshop Design
The aim of MARCO´s Case studies is to provide a deep understanding of the demand, supply and the
decision making processes related to Climate Services (CS). This insight will be acquired through analysis of
specific sector and regional characteristics/attributes.

The following Case Study deals with Climate Services related to Urban Infrastructure. For this topic, Munich
was chosen as an example city. Different Stakeholders were invited to share their expertise in a so called
Co-Creation Workshop. The idea behind a Co-Creation workshop is to bring experts of various fields
together and let them collaborate to co-create something new and answer questions collectively, which
will provide multi-perspective solutions. The envisioned outcome was to bring the Climate Services
discussion in Munich one step further – from theoretical discussion to first specific practical cooperation.
Outcomes of this case study can be used as best practice and can be transferred to other urban regions of
the EU. For example the set up of the co-creation workshop itself but as well the integration of Start-Ups in
an existing public environment. For this outcome a workshop design was conceptualized.
The Munich – Urban Infrastructure case study will deal with the following questions:


What are current activities the city of Munich is pushing to mitigate climate change?



What are current internal and external barriers and challenges when working with climate data?



How are CS affecting (and in future will affect) the Urban Infrastructure of the city?



What are the user needs of new CS market segments?



What do specific new market opportunities enabling implementation of CS look like?

For the Munich Co-creation Workshop, six climate experts from public institutions were in attendance as
well as three Start Ups dealing with Climate Data to mitigate Climate Change in Munich and urban
environments in general. To take gender aspects into account an equal participation of men and women
was considered and encouraged.
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3.1 Workshop Method
The workshop was divided in two parts: first the participants discussed and analyzed the current situation
of their daily business working with Climate Data; second they co-created new market opportunities for the
presented Start Up technologies.

Workshop Part I: During the first stage of the Workshop, participants presented their demands in regards
to working with CS on a daily basis as well as their objectives: why do I need to use Climate Data to reach
my target? They discussed the current Munich CS Stakeholder map and the existing sector data they use.
Concerning the existing sector data, it was important to analyze the quality of the data, the ease of getting
access to the needed data, and if the data is readable for the user. Furthermore, the next logical step was
to evaluate all barriers Stakeholders face along the way while working with climate services.
Workshop Part II: In the co-creation session, Climate Services experts from public institutions consulted the
Start Ups by showing them how to obtain new opportunities for enlarging their target market to offer their
Climate Service. For this they analyzed user´s needs, new barriers arising from dealing with public
institutions as a new customer, and specific next steps in how to address new market segments.
As an outcome, the workshop wanted to find answers and sum up information about the following:


a deeper understanding of the different Stakeholder situations by providing information



building a market framework and network between climate experts in Munich



specific next steps in collaborating to create services and products corresponding to the user´s
needs can be named.

The participants and the results of the analysis, discussions and co-creation sessions with respective climate
experts of the City of Munich and three Start Ups using Climate Data and trying to implement their idea
into the Munich landscape, will be presented in the following.

3.2 Participants of the Workshop
The Workshop was moderated by coaches from UnternehmerTUM, which is a center for innovation and
business creation as an enabler for innovation. Moreover, UnternehmerTUM is an associate Institute of
Technische Universität München. It uniquely develops and connects talents, technologies, capital and
customers focused on several topics - in this case Climate Services. The activity emphasis of
UnternehmerTUM is to inspire students, academics and professionals, promoting entrepreneurial mindset
and action. UnternehmerTUM conveys concepts to seize entrepreneurial opportunities and build sustainable
businesses on those foundations. This is done by tailored workshops and qualification programs like the
presented Co-Creation Workshop. For this, the Urban Infrastructure Workshop focused on Climate Services.
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UnternehmerTUM invited three Start Ups and respective Climate Experts of the City of Munich, which are
introduced in the following.

3.2.1 City of Munich
From public side, representatives of the following departments participated in the Co-Creation Workshop:


The City of Munich – Climate Protection Manager



The Department of Labor and Industry



The Department of Health and Environment



The Bavarian State Ministry of the Environment



The Building Division

The City of Munich has various climate targets, projects and measures. In the following, Climate Protection
measures from different departments and divisions of the City of Munich will be briefly described.
The Climate Protection manager is responsible for “Ökoprofit” and evening events organized for SMEs. The
most recent event took place in July, with the theme of “Smart Mobility” [topic: “Digital lenken. Klimaschutz
denken – Smart Mobility”]. The aim of the City is the improvement of energy efficiency in businesses in
Munich, and how smart solutions can support these businesses on their way to increased energy efficiency
and Climate Protection/action. Stakeholders taking part in this event were, among others, the Department of
Labor and Industry, IHK für München und Oberbayern (the Chamber of Commerce and Industry), Stadtwerke
Munich (SWM), Handelsverband Bayern (trade association Bavaria), Handwerkskammer für München und
Oberbayern (Chamber of Trade/Crafts), as well as lecturers from eProject TNS GmbH, DRÄXLMAIER Group,
Arqum GmbH, MAN Truck & Bus AG, and from the Städtisches Klinikum München GmbH (the municipal clinic
Munich).
“Ökoprofit”, organized by the Climate Protection manager (Ecoprofit), is a cooperative project between
municipalities and businesses - an environmental consulting program. Developed in Graz, it was first
implemented in a German community in the context of Agenda 21. In the last 20 years (since 1998), over 250
companies in Munich from various sectors and sizes have taken part in the project. [The Ökoprofit-round of
2017/18 is the 20th anniversary of Ökoprofit in Munich.] The goals of Ökoprofit are the improvement of the
operational environmental and Climate Protection as well as the reduction of costs (City of Munich 2016).
Ökoprofit has been commissioned by the City of Munich, with the departments of Labor and Industry, Health
and Environment, the Abfallwirtschaftsbetrieb München (waste management company) Stadtwerke
München, and the key partner IHK für München und Oberbayern. Arqum GmbH – an environmental
consulting agency – is responsible for its realization in municipalities and companies, by providing Workshops
in the fields of e.g. environmental policy, energy, and waste as well as on-site consulting. Ökoprofit includes
June 2018
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three different modules: Ökoprofit Einsteiger (in the first year, incl. the first mentioned workshops and onsite consulting), Ökoprofit Energie (concentration on energy and –efficiency), and Ökoprofit Klub (for all
companies that want to continue with Ökoprofit beyond the first year) (Portal München 2017). Ökoprofit
serves as an energy resource efficiency network that leads businesses towards sustainability management.
Start Ups can take part as participants or even as consultants and can build up contacts with other
stakeholders to become more visible/known to the public (Department of Labor and Industry 2017,
Ökoprofit).
The Building Division deals with e.g. energy management in the new construction and renovation of
buildings. The Building Division submits climate and energy prerequisites for construction and refurbishment,
e.g. the DGNB certification system (DGNB - German Sustainable Building Council) that uses specific
construction eligibility criteria. The Building Division also deals with e.g. the management of commercial and
public spaces. Specific examples include situations concerning sealing and sewage/drainage system capacity
in the City. In order to reduce the pressure on sewage systems, the City of Munich considered carrying out an
innovative rooftop utilization approach by using green spaces that absorb rain, which would otherwise flow
into the already full sewerage. Another significant problem that emerges while dealing with the new
construction and renovation of buildings is, one cannot predict socio-economic data, i.e. usage behavior.
Overall the “IHKM” (“Integrierter Handlungsprogramm Klimaschutz in München”) was developed by the City
of Munich as the municipal instrument for achieving climate protection targets in 2008. Controlled by the
department for Health and Environment, the IHKM has a variety of functions and tasks. Some of the
implemented functions include: grouping activities of the city administration in the field of Climate
Protection and developing Climate Protection measures, regular reporting, monitoring and updating (current
report: Climate Protection program 2015), as well as collaborating with other departments. The tasks of
IHKM are to reduce the CO2 Emissions within the area of influence of the city administration, to develop and
implement Climate Protection measures, to take up applications for city resources for Climate Protection
measures, to evaluate of the Climate Protection programs on a regular basis, and to conduct a CO2monitoring every 2 years. (Department of Labor and Industry 2017).

3.2.2

Start Up: Hawa Dawa

Hawa Dawa deals with air pollution, one of the biggest environmental health risk of our time. The question
is: how can you fix something that you can barely see? Despite it's impact, more than 100 countries do not
own a single air quality monitoring station. Yet, curbing air pollution by addressing it where it occurs is vital
for transitioning towards a low carbon economy. It is , therefore, no surprise that European cities invested
around €$240 million to acquire air quality data in two years and China spent $2.6 billion to fight air
pollution in 2016. (Hawadawa One Pager).
June 2018
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Hawa Dawa developed a new bottom-up air quality monitoring technique. It provides remote, real-time &
in-situ air quality data anywhere & anytime. At the heart of the solution lays a CE-certified sensor node,
which has been endorsed by top industry scientists as being both accurate and state-of-the-art. Combined
with artificial intelligence, it is able to detect air pollutant trends and concentrations in an accuracy superior
to any comparable solutions. Deployed in large scale networks, Hawa Dawa generates real-time heatmaps
of air quality and can predict the state of air quality up to three days into the future. This makes air quality
data available as an invaluable resource for smart decision making for cities and corporations to help
reduce the adverse health effects of air pollution. Finally, Hawa Dawa provides this information to at-risk
groups, to reduce their air pollution exposure and consequently help them live healthier lives.
The market is there and Hawa Dawa has the products to serve it. To service distinct customer groups with
tailor-made solutions, Hawa Dawa created different products based on its proprietory air quality heatmap.
The first, is the provision of a localized air quality index, based on in-situ air quality data. Based on a
subscription model, this data can also be connected to smart bulding management systems to protect the
health of office workers and reduce the costs of sick leaves. Secondly, Hawa Dawa offers sensor packages,
which include automated generation of a local heatmap for small cities and research institutions on a rental
basis to help answer the question, IF an air pollution problem is there, before opting for more expensive
solutions. Finally, citywide heatmaps combined with the teams innate expert knowledge in the fields of
epidemiology and mobility allow the development of new tools to reduce air pollution exposure and
support air quality management measures.
A unique compilation of experts turns the idea into reality. From miners in Bolivia to Cairo’s largest
Pulmonary Disease Clinic and from India’s world-first Indoor Air Quality Committee to renowned health
care institutions in Germany, they have an unrivaled network and a unique scope to test and measure the
impact of their product in different environmental, social and economic contexts. Hawa Dawa´s team spans
four countries over three continents natively speaking four languages. Furthermore, the combination of
team competencies and experience (in business, mechanical, electronic, mechatronic engineering, data
science and health care) makes the overall approach unique.

3.2.3

Start Up: CAALA

CAALA® is a Start Up supported by UnternehmerTUM that deals with the challenge of creating sustainable
buildings. To realize their vision of lowering the ecological footprint of buildings, they created a software
program.
The problem CAALA® faces is the Federal Government’s use of the assessment system "Sustainable Building
for Federal Buildings" (BNB) to create sustainable buildings. It is characterized by a comprehensive view of
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the entire life cycle of buildings, taking into account the ecological and economic aspects. In France, as of
2018, a lifecycle check up will be mandatory for every new building. Germany and other EU countries are to
follow with the implementation of such guidelines. Resource efficiency in the construction industry,
however, is currently hampered by substantial time requirements and the high complexity of lifecycle
analysis itself.
The software CAALA® developed simplifies the calculations necessary for BNB verification by carrying out
operational energy calculations, ecological lifecycle monitoring and life cycle cost calculations of building
designs early in planning and in real-time. The financial and ecological consequences of design decisions can
be visualized in a very early planning phase, helping building owners and architects to make the right
decisions.
The software-as-a-service solution saves time when doing life-cycle monitoring (at least 10x faster) and
allows these complex calculations to be carried out easily in the planning process. CAALA®’s optimization
algorithm can even find the best solution for the user if desired. At the same time, the cost of the
construction project is lowered (about 30% lower life cycle costs) and the ecological footprint is reduced
(about 40% less CO2 emissions).
As a young company with an experienced team of 9 engineers and architects, they accompany
sophisticated pilot projects, e.g. the new construction of the UnternehmerTUM building in the
"Kreativviertel" in Munich.

3.2.4

Start Up: Foodbytes

Foodbytes is solving the problem of food waste in food service sector. The average loss due to food waste
in a German canteen is 5% of its’ revenue, which corresponds to 53.000€ every year.
One of the major contributing factors of this phenomenon is owners and chefs of canteens still rely on pen
& paper to plan and forecast their menu. The result is inefficiencies and high costs for their business. The
food service industry is typically a low margin business, which is a large burden for the owner of a canteen
as he/she struggles to stay profitable.
Foodbytes wants to solve this problem by offering an easy to use web-based forecasting tool. The chef will
receive a forecast based on weather, holidays, events, and other crucial factors they must usually
remember by themselves.
Foodbytes uses existing sales and purchase data of cash registers and ERP-systems in canteens. The data is
used as input for a forecasting model, which gives the chef sales predictions as output. Thus he/she is able
to plan meals more precisely and reduce food waste and initial food purchases. One of the major external
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factors impacting models is weather. Weather data (historical, actual, forecast, rain, etc.) influences eating
behavior of the canteens’ customers.
Foodbytes’ vision is to change businesses’ perception of food waste and see it as a valuable resource.

4

Characterising the Market

To enter the market of Climate Services, providers has to take several challenges into account. For example
the definition of Climate Services is not clear and every player has a different understanding of the term.
Moreover to convince decision makers to include Climate Data into their decision making process needs
convincing, tailor made arguments because Climate consequences are paid off only long-term. However,
most of the decisions are made on the base of short-term calculations.
Focusing on the Munich Climate Services landscape there are several initiatives and active influencer to
take into account like:


BEEN-I a Bavarian energy efficiency network



SWM the municipal utility company



Arqum named as a consultancy focusing on environmental and ecological management



IHK – the Chamber of Industry and Commerce as an influence



Ect.

In the specific case of Munich there currently are some opportunities which can be used as a door opener
for the implementation of Climate Services:
In December 2008, the city council took over climate protection goals of the “Klima-Bündnis e.V.” (climate
alliance organization), which are the reduction of CO2-Emissions per capita of 10% every 5 years and
halving the CO2-Emissions by 2030 (at the latest). In order to fulfill these goals, the City of Munich has
initiated certain Climate Protection measures and on-going projects (Department of Labor and Industry
2017). Start Ups like CAALA® or Climate Services providers can use this as an opportunity.
Furthermore, in the last years there have been lawsuits against the City of Munich concerning air pollution the last one being in 2016 by the “Deutsche Umwelthilfe” (DUH – German Environmental Relief) for going
beyond specific European limit values for nitrogen dioxide (SZ 2017). In an expert assessment, many
violations against EU-emissions limits were revealed. In some areas, there was more than 60 microgram per
cubic meter nitrogen dioxide, whereas 40 is the limit set by the EU. As a result, the mayor of Munich is
planning on calling out a ban on diesel vehicles (SZ 2017). This can be a strong starting point for initiatives
like Hawa Dawa and others.
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4.1 Demand Analysis: Existing Climate Services Supply and Use
Stakeholders primarily use the following Climate Data for their daily business: Co2, Methane, HFC, O3,
Black Carbon, traffic data volume, weather/meteorological data, and nitrogen dioxide. Information is
obtained by accessing sources like DWD (German Weather Service), open weather map, and Gemis
Datenbank for emission values ect.
There are currently 5 air quality measuring stations in Munich run by the “Bayerisches Landesamt für
Umwelt” (Bavarian State Ministry of the Environment): in Allach, Johanneskirchen, Landshuter Allee,
Lothstraße, and at the Stachus (LfU 2017). However, the only station measuring all types of air pollution
indicators is located at the Stachus (including data on nitrogen oxide, particulate matter, ozone, sulfur
dioxide and carbon monoxide). As the problem concerning particulate matter in Munich has improved, the
focus now lies on the annual average of nitrogen dioxide. The City plans to measure the exposure to
nitrogen dioxide throughout the whole city, and not only at 5 measuring stations (SZ 2017).
All collected data is free and easy to obtain. However, a single centralized source that consolidates all
available information does not exist, so users must sift through numerous sources to obtain relevant data.
Furthermore, the information is not combined with socio-economic data, i.e. as a user, one has to create an
analysis by oneself, after one´s own specific need. All Stakeholders could confirm that their data demands
are satisfied by the existing pool of data.

4.2 Value Chain Analysis
In order to get a better understanding of the use of Climate Services in the Urban Infrastructure sector of
Munich, there is a need to have a clear overview of the value of the supplier. For a brief categorization of
the Munich player, the Value Chain provided by the EU was used. In the European Research and Innovation
Roadmap for Climate Services, provided by the European Commission 2015, the value chain of Climate
Services is visualized in the figure below. It can be separated into three main sections:
1. Climate Systems Science: providing data, information and model simulations - data experts are
often not experts in the use of the data, so they are dependent on the translation work of
interfaces as consultancies.
2. Climate Consultancy Services: act as an interface between research and end user. Consultancies
provide tailored products to users of Climate Data, who are also not data experts.
3. User´s Community: includes governments on different levels, society in general and the
business/private sector.
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Figure 5 Value Chain Analysis: European research and innovation Roadmap for Climate Services, provided by the
European Commission 2015

The stakeholders of the workshop are categorized according to this visualization. The departments of the
City of Munich use Climate Science in several capacities: building a network based on Climate information
and knowledge, providing Climate Consultancy services to SME’s, corporations and citizens, and serving as
an influencer on the user community. The different departments of the City of Munich encompass more
than only this section of the Climate Services value chain, but they mainly supply information translated
from science level into value added arguments for end users, and provide consulting with tailor made
action plans and activities to change the status quo by raising awareness.
The Start Ups interact in more than one role as well. For example: Hawa Dawa, who builds hardware and
provides new data, also utilizes existing data so they can offer an optimized analytical base for improved
future actions aimed at mitigating climate risks. In this case, they don’t offer real Climate Consultancy
Services, but Climate information and knowledge – a part of Climate Systems Science.
In comparison, CAALA® offers a software tool that utilizes Climate Data to consult the building sector on
how to optimize their energy efficiency. According to the table, they interact as a Climate Consultancy
Service for governments, society and the private sector. The same can be said for Foodbytes, who also offer
software based on existing Climate Data to consult future planned Urban Infrastructures for different
communities.
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After analysing the Climate Services value chain, understanding the process of acquiring Climate Data via
Climate System Sciences, and then transforming it into applicable end-user information through
Consultancy Services, it is important to recognize how the adoption of this data can be integrated into the
value chain of Urban Infrastructure as a whole. By examining the construction sector as a key component,
we are provided an example of where Climate Services fits into the overall value chain process of
developing new (or enhancing existing) infrastructure. According to the European Commission, the
construction sector supplies roughly 9% of the EU’s GDP and provides over 18 million jobs, making it the
single largest contributor to employment within the EU. Understanding how, when and where Climate
Services can be incorporated into this value chain has significant implications for the entirety of the Urban
Infrastructure sector.

Figure 6 Building Construction Value Chain: Interactions between actors in value supply process; source: BPIE

“The construction value chain is complex and involves a number of different actors – often uncoordinated
and with conflicting interests – including contractors, installers, architects, and suppliers as well as
producers of material, equipment and energy”(source: BPIE). The type and number of actors involved can
vary greatly depending on the project and building process, and the value chain itself stretches from supply
and production of raw materials all the way to the final market; making it atypical for standard classification
systems. Figure 6 (source: BPIE) illustrates much more complex interactions between actors in the process
of value supply than a classic linear chain, and also shows how non-construction sectors (e.g. energy,
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finance, communication, real estate, etc…) are both directly and indirectly involved. Utilizing Climate
Services in the very early planning, preparation and design stages (even before acquisition of raw and
building materials) can have a significant impact on every stage of the value chain thereafter.
Take CAALA® as an example. Micro-enterprises and SME’s comprise 95% of architecture, construction and
civil engineering firms; and initiatives for increased energy efficiency in building construction and
refurbishment are having a significant impact on growth within the sector (source: European Commission –
Construction). By applying CAALA®’s proprietary Life-cyle Assessment (LCA) and Life-cycle Costing (LCA)
software analysis at the very beginning of the planning process, it enables optimized building designs that
lower production costs, increase construction efficiency and reduce C02 emissions related to heating and
energy. In addition, using CAALA®’s software in the early stages can also inform the type of building
structure and materials to be used for the most cost and energy efficient design, thereby decreasing
expenses related to raw material and building supply procurement, and subsequently reducing waste and
environmental footprint.
This is only one example of how Climate Services fits into a single segment of the overall Urban
Infrastructure value chain, but is applicable to nearly all areas within the sector. The advantages in the
value chain are clear: by utilizing Climate Services in the initial stages of Urban Infrastructure design and
planning, it allows for successful implementation of long term climate risk adaptation and mitigation
strategies; all the while reducing costs, increasing efficiency, and creating new growth opportunities and
added value for end users.

4.3 Gender Aspects
In regards to gender aspects of the Munich Urban Infrastructure Case Study, high participation of women
was encouraged at all stages – including the workshop and interviews. Ideally, the aim was to comprise a
group of participants consisting of 50% women and 50% men to ensure gender balance. However, the
Urban Infrastructure sector, particularly in relation to Smart City development and implementation, is an
overwhelmingly male dominated field. Studies show that women make-up roughly one quarter of the
global labor force in engineering and technology related STEM fields (Science, Technology, Engineering &
Math) – this imbalance is magnified even further when examined under the context of the Start Up and
entrepreneurship sectors.
At the same time, nearly half of all women pursue degrees in Social Sciences and Arts & Humanities. Smart
City projects like “Smarter Together” involve not only the integration of technology into Urban
Infrastructure development, but also public involvement and adoption of new technological advancements.
Communications, outreach, and educational events and workshops – all sectors where women vastly
outnumber men - will play an integral role in the acceptance and use of Smart City & Climate Service
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innovations that will lead to behavior modification and an overall ecological footprint reduction. Through
the combination of awareness programs and the implementation of Urban Infrastructure projects, cities
like Munich have the opportunity to obtain higher gender balance in overall Smart City plans and initiatives.

5 Climate Services: suppliers and activities
In this chapter the following will be described: the Stakeholder Map, the benefits of the use of Climate
Data, the benefits of using innovation and prototypes and other Climate Protection activities in Munich. All
together will demonstrate how all components are linked together.
The analysis in Marco WP WP 3.1 and 3.2 is based on a cluster to separate different suppliers into groups.
In A European Research and Innovation Roadmap for Climate Services, different types of categories have
been developed to cluster climate services.

Figure 7 A European Research and Innovation Roadmap for Climate Services

The roadmap is defining five types with their strengths and weaknesses:
1. Metrological Services: strong infrastructure but as a weakness limited socio-economic aspects
2. Public climate Services centres: fit for purpose but limited business orientations
3. Services offered by universities: socio-economic aspects but little user knowledge
4. Private business development: business orientation and user knowledge but dependent on external
climate information
5. Business consulting services: good knowledge about users´ needs and business orientation but
limited climate knowledge
The City of Munich would be part of the cluster type public services, but climate is not their main and only
focus. The Start ups would fit best in the private business cluster type building cooperation with the other
cluster types.
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5.1 Stakeholder Mapping
Some of the Stakeholders influencing and creating the Climate Services Market in Munich were already
mentioned or introduced before. (Important: the aforementioned Stakeholders were participating in the
Co-Creation Workshop or closely work with the participants of the Workshop; this Stakeholder map is not
showing the whole spectrum of Climate Services Players in Munich, but trying to provide a rough overview
with some specific examples). The Workshop focused on the Stakeholders, who are relevant for the invited
participants in their daily business. The following Stakeholder Map (own source) will show the currently
relevant constituencies cooperating with the participants for the Workshop.
Innovation Centers are seen as networking players covering different fields and bringing experts together.
Some are university-related but some are just hubs or co-working spaces for example technology focused
but in the wider sense, so open for different stakeholders and topics. Consultancies as well are mostly
bringing stakeholder together and provide framework and experience to support different steps in the
development or implementation of for example technology innovation processes or products. Research in
the general perspective is providing data and the environment to test new technologies or the experience
to support the patent processes for new innovations or products. Politics are a must-have stakeholder in
the discussion about climate mitigation and adaptation. Especially in the field of urban climate
infrastructure the different Municipalities and City Departments can influence a lot in the awareness
process but as well by law. Other players like private and corporate ones need to be taken into account
because of their contribution to emission. By understanding their pain points adjusted solutions can be
developed and provided.
The interaction between the stakeholders can be described as linear but changing. For example so far the
provided data by universities and research centers in a next step is getting analyzed and in another next
step is getting translated to user needs. To improve the quality and to align the data to user´s needs the
process should be redesigns to interact with all stakeholders from the beginning, what means already in the
step of data collection.
All stakeholders together can change or develop something new by combining their expertise and know
how.
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Figure 8 Stakeholder Map: Own Source

5.2 Benefits of Use: Existing and Potential Sector Needs
The majority of existing Climate Services analyze Climate Data and try to make Climate Change more visible
and understandable to the public, while also helping a variety of Stakeholders (in industry, politics, etc.) in
their decision making processes by showing the negative effects of Climate Change.
Summed up, in the last 10 years there has been an increased awareness concerning Climate Change and
the long term negative consequences, such as economic losses (among other things). Awareness of
negative consequences associated with ignoring Climate Change in the decision making process has also
seen a rise. These two points combined resulted in the need for Big Data Analysis and the translation of
scientific data into added value for customers. Furthermore, the access to recent, readable data has to be
available for a wider public through reliable platforms. Additionally, customers want to use the acquired
data for their specific areas. For that, prototypes are required, an important innovation in the field of
Climate Services. Subsequently, the most evident innovations in Climate Services are Big Data Analysis per
se and customer specific prototypes (software as well as hardware/sensors) based on Big Data Analysis.
Also, the combining of Climate Data with other data (e.g. socio-economic, demographical data) results into
new co-operations – which is the reason for the multitude of funded/supported projects with a diversity of
stakeholders. Apart form that, and increasing number of Start Ups are using Climate Data – this way Start
Ups can function as a link between science and future Climate Data clients.
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5.3 Climate Protection Activities – City of Munich
Because of the fact that some of the mitigation activities of the City of Munich are already mentioned while
introducing the Stakeholders and influencers in the chapters above, the following section will present
another Horizon 2020 project the City of Munich (in cooperation with several departments and partners) is
currently involved with. These initiatives can also be reflected as possibilities to link projects, combine
outcomes and scale the benefits. MARCO, as a Climate Services project by itself, as well as the participating
Start ups of the Co-Creation Workshop, will be invited to join the network of the following:
Two running Climate Protection projects in Munich funded through the Horizon 2020 initiative of the EU
are “CIVITAS Eccentric” and “Smarter Together”.
“CIVITAS Eccentric” is one of the research and innovation projects run under CIVITAS. CIVITAS is a network
of European cities for municipalities dedicated to cleaner, better transport. CIVITAS Eccentric focuses on
sustainable mobility in suburban districts and state-of-the-art urban freight logistics. In Munich, the
transport system needs an integrative and innovative approach to ensure a functioning, ecologically
compatible and socially acceptable mobility supply. A reduction in car usage, accompanied by attractive
and affordable alternatives, is needed. Main focus is put on Domagkpark, a new development area with low
parking standards, innovative mobility services, a good public transport offer and other facilities in short
distance which reduces the need for car travel (CIVITAS 2013). As a part of the CIVITAS Eccentric project in
Munich, flexible micro depots for cargo bikes in city logistics will be set-up in the inner city area (starting in
July 2017). The desired effects would be the shift of motorized couriers to bicycle couriers in the city center
(Department of Labor and Industry 2017).
“Smarter Together” is a joint project that aims to improve citizen’s quality of life by transforming cities
through ventures that focus on finding a balance between ICT technologies, citizen engagement and
institutional governance in order to implement smart and inclusive solutions. Munich, as a so-called
“lighthouse city”, will carry out the main demonstration activities in specific districts, monitor the results
and upscale solutions at city level. Neuaubing-Westkreuz/Freiham is the project district in which Munich is
implementing the pioneering Smart City solutions. Around 30,000 people live in this district on the western
edge of the city. Many of the residential properties in Neuaubing-Westkreuz were built in the 1960s and
1970s, whereas Freiham is a new housing development area. Compared to Freiham, the energy-efficiency
standards in Neuaubing-Westkreuz are poor.
Furthermore, “City 2 share” (in Munich and Hamburg) is a project developed by Inzell Initiative and funded
by the German Environmental Ministry (BMUB) Renewable Mobility subsidy program, carried out from
2016-2020. The aim of the project is a many-faceted electro mobility program, exploring local measures to
encourage mobility that enhances urban living and improved quality of life in various quarters. In these four
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years, the project´s key targets are the following: technology, citizen participation, public space, electro
mobility stations, analysis and research, and e-logistics (Inzell Initiative 2016).

6 Climate Services: Future Market and Opportunities
In this part of the Case Study Market Opportunities in the Climate Service area will be named. Additionally,
the outcomes of the Workshop discussion about Future Markets as specific Opportunities will be
presented. In the second part of the Workshop, the participants were separated into rotating working
groups. The experts from public side provided specific feedback on each and every aspect of the Start Up
ideas and technologies to brainstorm new potential future market segments, to find solutions to overcome
challenges together as well as discussing short term next steps.

As a whole, the future market for Climate Services relative to Urban Infrastructure shows promising
opportunities in the private sector, as well as public administrations. There is a rapidly growing need for the
production of relevant policies and the quantification of urban vulnerabilities related to Climate Change,
which in turn will be served by Climate Services. Improved legislation and mitigation policies will be the
driving force behind the development and implementation of new innovations aimed at meeting both
regional and global mitigation goals. Climate Services will need to go far beyond the initial efforts of only
providing model projections and climate data. Working in tandem with financial institutions, government,
engineering specialists, as well as research organizations and academia, will be required to produce
customized information offerings. Climate Services data will be the backbone of a new era of economic and
technological development that builds upon advancements that plan for infrastructure needs and
mitigation of climate related risks well into the future.

Figure 9 Overall and insured losses from natural disasters between 1950 and 2009. Source: Munich Re. 2010.
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As extreme weather events become more common, and regional climates and seasonal variations begin to
show strong shifts globally, it is increasingly important for urban planners to implement designs and
strategies that mitigate the risk of large scale disasters and huge financial losses. Figure 5 shows a
significant trend over the last half century in the amount of losses sustained from natural disasters. Climate
Services will continue to play a progressively greater role in placating these losses by providing data that
allows for smart infrastructure development and expansion. New ventures and financing structures by
both public and private sectors are already in development that prioritize “climate-smart” investments in
all areas of Urban Infrastructure growth, such as those Startups specified in this case study.

6.1 Future Market for Respective Technologies
As an outcome of the Co-Creation Workshop, the participants figured out specific future markets for each
and every technology taking part.
Future markets for Hawa Dawa’s technology could be the growing trend of Green and Smart Cities.
Municipalities need to create and implement more activities to ensure e.g. good quality of air. New
activities in this field can be created on the base of more comprehensive and accurate data. In the case of
good quality air, the touristic sector could be a new market opportunity for using Hawa Dawa’s collected
data to offer cycling routes or walking tours around the city with good air quality by avoiding big streets
and polluted areas. Hawa Dawa’s data can also be used to support city planning in general e.g. where to
locate a new park or kindergarden based on air quality. Corporations with infrastructure providers in or
around the city can better plan their transportation arrangements and disperse their emission effect by
choosing which route will affect the city less. The research sector can also use Hawa Dawa’s offer of more
comprehensive and accurate data to analyze Climate Change and the effect of activities in general.
Moreover, health insurance companies can be a future market, although currently there is no validated,
specific market segment. The rising trend of smart building development must be monitored to avoid
missing further market opportunities because this trend will undoubtedly become a new market segment
related to climate and energy management. All in all, for Hawa Dawa the workshop showed a lot of new
possible future market segments already, with a first validation of experts from the fields. As mentioned
above, the ban on diesel vehicles can be a starting point for Hawa Dawa.
For CAALA®, the trend of urbanization will offer big opportunities in the future. Renovations and newly
constructed buildings need to fulfill certain energy efficiency standards. Building owners must provide an
energy efficiency analysis in advance to acquire city building permits and receive certain funding. The user
needs in that sector are to reduce costs and fulfill all regulations to be selected in the tender. CAALA® could
be placed as a trusted simulation tool to support the planning phase. As a simulation tool for the private or
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public sector, anyone planning to build a house could use CAALA® as a plug and play solution. As a vision for
the regional, national or even European level, the use of energy efficiency tools while planning a new
building could become mandatory. Through the Workshop, CAALA® could connect with relevant decision
makers in that field of business to stay in the loop about all changes and updates. The Building Department
of the City of Munich and the Climate Protection Managers also showed big interest in staying in touch and
rethinking further cooperation possibilities.
Foodbytes and CAALA® could both benefit from the trend of urbanization because this will lead to an
increase in the need of an efficient nutrition infrastructure. Furthermore, healthy living and waste
reduction are becoming more and more important in main stream society. If the selection of, for example,
seasonal and regional food offered by canteens becomes regulated by law, foodbytes could be used as part
of the solution for better resource planning.

6.2 Specific Opportunities
As a potential customer for Start Ups, the city of Munich frequently calls for bids. For example, after
fulfilling all formalities and quality criteria, CAALA® could offer their technology and solution to respective
departments requiring sustainable building designs. The Building Department is currently seeking
innovative ideas on how to use building roofs in a better way. Start Ups can support this initiative with good
quality data collection and simulation tools. Hawa Dawa has been invited to hand in their proposal for the
next tender dealing with activities of the quality of data collection. In the specific case of reducing nitrous
gases in Munich and the possibility of banning diesel vehicles altogether, Hawa Dawa can become an active
player in that discussion. Moreover, the city of Munich is interested in cooperating with Start Ups in
general.
All Start Ups get invited to participate and present their ideas in public events organized by the city of
Munich to inform citizens about Climate Change and city activities ect. to raise awareness. There are
several opportunities to use this network for putting Stakeholders in touch with the right service providers.
Moreover, the City of Munich is raising awareness about Climate challenges to corporations as well as
citizens through evening events. Start Ups with their specific know how can join as experts to present their
innovation and vision as well as become connected to respective initiatives and corporate organizations or
partners to consult or exchange knowledge. Creating, increasing and using the network of Climate Services
providers as it is happening in Munich is a good example of how to best use syenergies on a local level.
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6.3 Framework Conditions
In the following, a selection of framework conditions that were aligned with the focus topics of the
Workshop is summarized.
To enter the Climate Services market, one has to be aware of the large number of regulations, limitations
and administrative formalities. The most important ones that require consideration when dealing with
Climate Data are the climate action and protection targets, city strategies and policies, and the 39. Bundes
Imissionsschutz Verordnung (Source: 39th federal emission protection ordinance/regulation) to fulfill
emission standards. Mainly the regulation is about air pollution and noise to protect the environment. They
are the base for the regulations of the Federal Environment Ministry. Furthermore the regulations include
information about technical standards and documentation of data. If there are no limitations mentioned in
the 39th federal emission protection ordinance, the national Verordnung des Bundesministeriums in
general comes into account.
Examlpes for emission rates in Germany (Source: Technische Anleitung zur Reinhaltung der Luft):








Dust: 20 mg/m3
Dusty inorganic materials: three types, 0,05 mg/m3, 0,5 mg/m3 bzw. 1 mg/m3
Gaseous anorganic materials: 0,35 g/m3
Organic material: 50 mg/m3
carcinogenic material: three types, 0,05 mg/m3, 0,5 mg/m3 bzw. 1 mg/m3
Odorous Materials
Soil Impact Materials

In addition to this, political decisions for energy saving ordinances and limit values for e.g. federal, state and
local nitrogen outputs must also be monitored.
In the Building sector, for example, DGNB - Deutsche Gesellschaft für Nachhaltiges Bauen (Source: German
Sustainable Building Council) regulations must be considered in the design process. The DGNB focusses on
buildings’ or districts’ overall performance rather than individual measures. Buildings’ overall performance
in terms of sustainability is assessed on the basis of around 40 different criteria, e.g. thermal comfort,
design for all and sound insulation. The DGNB schemes for districts include a separate criteria set which
addresses issues such as changing urban microclimate, biodiversity and interlinking habitats, and the social
and functional mix. Projects achieve a certificate/pre-certificate in platinum, gold or silver depending on the
degree to which the relevant scheme criteria are met. The DGNB system comprises a variety of certification
schemes for different building uses. All international applications of the DGNB system for buildings are
based on the core criteria catalogue, referred to as CORE14. These core criteria are used in combination
with scheme sheets which provide detailed information for the relevant scheme in question.
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Figure 10 Example of possible criteria in the Building Sector (own excerpt/table; Source: DGNB)

The complexity of fulfilling the exact prerequisites for regulations in the public sector requires substantial
time, funding and resources. However, meeting the regulations and prerequisites are mandatory in order
to take part in the area of Climate Services in the public sector. To help with this, the city of Munich offers
legal advice on how to handle administration and formalities.
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7 Recommendations to Enhance Climate Service Adoption
As recommendations no law changes or regulatory changes will be mentioned here. The main outcome of
the workshop was not, that the hurdles are to big or not to overcome but that the main player of the
climate sector do not interact enough with each other.
To enhance Climate Services adoption, the participants of the Co-Creation Workshop agreed to stay in
touch more frequently. Several ideas on how to stay in touch and how to implement the co-created
outcomes into existing initiatives were discussed as specific next steps.
UnternehmerTUM will take care of so called “Make Tanks”. Make Tanks will be organized once or twice a
year to discuss Climate Services developments, innovations and challenges with Start Ups and respective
Stakeholders. The idea is to bring Climate experts together with specific technologies to plan the next steps.
Make Tanks in general have different focus topics. So the newly made contacts between the experts of the
City of Munich and UnternehmerTUM (with its wide network and access to Start Ups in general) will
cooperate in the future more closely.
To start with the knowledge exchange as soon as possible, UnternehmerTUM (as the host of the German
Climate Launch Pad) invited the City of Munich network to the Final National Pitch Event. The Climate
Protection Managers not only attended, but were also able to connect high potential Climate Start Up
Teams with the right contacts to public or private multiplications to present their ideas. In the future, it is
planned to ask some of the experts to join the Jury for professional feedback.
The City of Munich is planning to organize a sustainable conference in Munich in which Start Ups are
intended to be fully integrated. In the future, the City wishes to increase collaboration with Start Ups
related to Climate (protection) Services. The City and UnternehmerTum aim to hold Co-Creation Workshops
twice a year in order to intensify their contact (with each other) and bring selected, valuable Stakeholders
together.
As mentioned above Ökoprofit can be used as a platform to join, network, consult and get in touch with the
right person and partners to start new ideas or scale existing ones. Moreover, all projects and activities
mentioned so far, are open and willing to network for the objective of mitigating Climate risks as well as
improving and optimizing Urban Infrastructures for better living in Munich.
As a recommendation, UnternehmerTUM would highly emphasize that all people, corporations and
initiatives ect. dealing with innovation and technology, to have a closer look and good connection to the
Start Up scene. This connection helps in keeping up to date on current and new innovations and benefiting
from the dynamic and agile style of working in a small team with highly motivated people. Moreover, Start
Ups use prototypes to create their ideas. The benefit of using prototypes is on the one hand easy to
visualize the idea, which often can be quite complex, in an easy and understandable way to communicate
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the value add. On the other hand, prototypes can be used to test the new technology quickly, to convince
potential customers about the value add and to implement feedback fast for the development of the best
possible solution for customers and market needs.
All this supports the common vision mitigating Climate Change strengthening the Climate Services market.
Working together and sharing networks will scale ideas to let the Cilmate Services sector grow in a more
efficent and sustainable way.

8 Conclusion
The report is referring the results of a stakeholder analysis related to climate service (CS) applications for
Munich infrastructure planning. The report is particularly reporting the discussion from a stakeholder
workshop, and interesting conclusions are provided on how CS can be mainstreamed into city planning,
which is a very important framing condition for climate services. It is based on stakeholder positions
demonstrated that CS for cities should not be seen as a very separate climate activity, but it will be a key
component in broader planning issues. Successful providers of CS therefore need to have a deep local
knowledge and a strong network. When specific infrastructure projects are implemented, they will also
integrated CS activities.
The conclusions on mainstreaming and anchoring in the local context are important in relation to an
assessment of the future actors in the international CS market in MARCO. In the case of cities like Munich,
CS has to be context specific, and it could be difficult for international providers to compete in this part of
the CS market.
The case study demonstrates that there is a strong overlap between mitigation, adaptation, and local air
pollution issues covered by different CS stakeholders in Munich. The companies participating in the
stakeholder’s workshop covered all these issues
As the Case Study showed, the market of Climate Services is a complex one. To focus on the sector of Urban
Infrastructure and then even more on the region of Munich is not making it any easier. There are plenty of
factors which need to be taken into account understanding and creating the Climate Services market.
An outcome of the workshop is a deeper understanding of the different stakeholder situations. To sum it
up, the described Co-Creation Workshop brought several Stakeholders together to discuss their experience,
needs and challenges of working daily in the field of Urban Infrastructure in Munich. Throughout the
discussion it was possible to figure out the most important topics. In general, current political issues and
decided top down objectives need to be reached by activities. A mind shift is slowly beginning in the private
sector. Decision making processes are mainly still driven by short-term goals, but awareness of the value
added using climate data for long-term calculations and decisions is growing. Start Ups in particular are
able to translate long-term value added into short-term arguments by prototyping individual tailor made
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solutions for the potential customers who would definitely have a benefit from using their solution, based
on climate data, for their running business. Last but not least, the research sector is from where most of the
climate data comes from. To make this large amount of data readable for the end user, consultancies acting
as an interface (which can be start ups as well), need to be implemented more frequently.
The individual needs of each and every city department participating in the Workshop were established and
analyzed. In this case, the Start Ups now know the exact needs and deficiencies of the City of Munich as a
new potential customer. But the several Stakeholders can interact in different roles. For example, they can
interact as a customer, provider and partner at the same time. The most important need of the City of
Munich is to reach their Climate goals via various activities and raise awareness to change citizen behavior
as well hold corporate constituencies accountable for rethinking daily business by including Climate
arguments into decision making processes. The departments of the City of Munich are responsible for a
running and sustainable Urban Infrastructure making healthy living easily accessible to all.
Next the participants could clarify and gain a better understanding of the market framework on how to
overcome obstacles together. As an example, formalities and certifications to prove data quality is an
important issue and a challenge which can be overcome is easier with the right partner.
As another outcome it was possible to build a network between climate experts in Munich. All participants
agreed to stay in touch and use the generated synergies in their current and planned projects.
Furthermore, all participants learned new details and gained new perspectives and information about what
is happening in their sector aside from their daily business. Staying connected to what is happening around
them supports the inspiration of new ideas and activities.
Areas of growth in the field of Urban Infrastructure connected to Climate Services dealing with Energy
Management, Building Technology, Digitalization of existing Infrastructures ect. could be identified. To
validate future markets is always a challenge and means managing many assumptions. But nevertheless,
these assumptions can lead to new perspectives and potential user needs that need to be fulfilled by new
and innovative solutions.
The research in this field also showed that there are still some gaps that need to be closed. For example,
the communication between the different Stakeholders needs to increase in frequency and be established
in a sustainable way. A lot of important influencers and players in the market do not know each other and
do not exchange their respective knowledge bases. Even if the provided Climate Data is of very good quality
and free to access, the data is very often not readable to the potential costumer or user. The data needs to
be analyzed to understand the value added from using them. Furthermore, the data needs to be related to
other socio-economic data to make the value added more of an individual fit for the needs of potential
customers and users. Only if the potential end user is able to understand the benefit of using Climate Data
and the positive effect it will have on their business, without the need of becoming an expert of this field by
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themselves (because his core business is not Climate Services after all), will their behavior change. To make
this happen, the creation of interfaces and consultancies are needed to translate data into value added
arguments. This is an excellent starting point for new companies as they try to enter the market.
As a lesson learnt for the next Co-Creation Workshop: it is still necessary to implement an interface to bring
Stakeholders together. In the Workshops, it is important not only to focus on presenting ongoing activities,
but also collaborate with new players and align on specific next steps. Moreover, the interface bringing the
right people together needs to make sure that the Climate Data is translated into user friendly and readable
information. The value added needs to be communicated in a clear and concise way to the end user.
Cooperation between all these players must be managed by an interface that is distinctly interconnected
with the network of climate services Stakeholders. To build such cooperation Workshops like this can be an
easy and effective starting point.
Finally, as an outcome of the Workshop, very specific next steps for collaboration to create services and
products corresponding to the current user´s needs could be planned. As a follow up, all participants
agreed to stay in touch with UnternehmerTUM and to use the synergies of the Horizon 2020 project
MARCO of which they are now an active part.
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9 Appendicies
9.1 Workshop Information
One Pager: Executive Summary HAWA DAWA 2017
Air pollution is the biggest environmental health risk of our time;
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The question is: how can you fix something that you can barely see? Despite it's impact, more than 100 countries do not
own a single air quality monitoring station. Yet, curbing air pollution by addressing it where it occurs is vital for
transitioning towards a low carbon economy. It is therefore no surprise that, European cities invested around €240
million to acquire air quality data in two years and that China spent $2.6 billion to fight air pollution in 2016.
Hawa Dawa developed a new bottom-up air quality monitoring technique.
It provides remote, real-time & in-situ air quality data anywhere & anytime. At the heart of the solution lays a CEcertified sensor node, which has been endorsed by top industry scientists as being both accurate and state-of-the-art.
Combined with artificial intelligence, it is able to detect air pollutant trends and concentrations in an accuracy superior
to any comparable solutions. Deployed in large scale networks, Hawa Dawa generates real-time heatmaps of air quality
and can predict the state of air quality up to three days into the future. This makes air quality data available as an
invaluable resource for smart decision making for cities and corporations to help reduce the adverse health effects of
air pollution. Finally, Hawa Dawa provides this information to at-risk groups, to reduce their air pollution exposure and
consequently help them live healthier lives.
The market is there and Hawa Dawa has the products to serve it.
To service distinct customer groups with tailor-made solutions, Hawa Dawa created different products based on its
proprietory air quality heatmap. The first, is the provision of a localized air quality index, based on in-situ air quality
data. Based on a subscription model, this data can also be connected to smart bulding management systems to protect
the health of office workers and reduce the costs of sick leaves. Secondly, Hawa Dawa offers sensor packages, which
includes automated generation of a local heatmap for small cities and research institutions on a rental basis to help
answer the question, IF an air pollution problem is there, before opting to more expensive solutions. Finally, citywide
heatmaps combined with the teams innate expert knowledge in the fields of epidemiology and mobility allow the
development of new tools to reduce air pollution exposure and support air quality management measures.
A unique compilation of experts turns the idea into reality.
From miners in Bolivia to Cairo’s largest Pulmonary Disease Clinic and from India’s world first Indoor Air Quality
Committee to renowned health care institutions in Germany, we have an unrivaled network and a unique scope to test
and measure the impact of our product in different environmental, social and economic contexts. Our team spans four
countries over three continents natively speaking four languages. With air pollution being a global problem we have all
ingredients to make Hawa Dawa a global success. Furthermore, the combination of team competencies and experience
(in business, mechanical, electronic, mechatronic engineering, data science and health care) makes the overall approach
unique.

One Pager: CAALA GmbH
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Funded by BMWi, ESF, Stiftung Energie & Klimaschutz,
Climate-KIC, Government of Upper Bavaria.

Problem

The Federal Government is using the assessment system
"Sustainable Building for Federal Buildings" (BNB) to create
sustainable buildings. It is characterized by a comprehensive view
of the entire life cycle of buildings taking into account the
ecological and economic aspects. In France, as of 2018, a lifecycle
analysis will be mandatory for every new building. Germany and
other EU countries are to follow with the implementation of such
guidelines. Resource efficiency in the construction industry,
however, is currently hampered by the very high time
requirements and the high complexity of lifecycle analysis itself.
What can CAALA do for you?

Our software CAALA® simplifies the calculations necessary for the
BNB verification by carrying out operational energy calculations,
ecological lifecycle analyzes and life cycle cost calculations of
building designs early in planning and in real-time. The financial
and ecological consequences of design decisions can be visualized
in a very early planning phase helping building owners and
architects to make the right decisions.
Our software-as-a-service solution saves time when doing lifecycle analyzes (at least 10x faster) and allows these complex
calculations to be carried out easily in the planning process. Our
optimization algorithm can even find the best solution for the user
if desired. At the same time, the cost of the construction project is
lowered (about 30% lower life cycle costs) and the ecological
footprint is be reduced (about 40% less CO2 emissions).
Contact
Sebastian Dominguez
0176 963 646 08
s.dominguez@caala.d
e
www.caala.de
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Pilot projects

As a young company with an experienced team of 9 engineers and
architects, we accompany sophisticated pilot projects, e.g. the new
construction of the UTUM in the "Kreativviertel" in Munich. We
would be pleased to be able to carry out a pilot project with the city
of Munich as well!
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One Pager: Foodbytes
The Problem
Foodbytes is solving the problem of food waste in food service sector. In the beginning, we are
specifically targeting owners and chefs of corporate canteens. The average loss due to food waste
in a German canteen is 5% of its’ revenue, which corresponds to 53.000€ every year.
One of the major reasons for this happening is since most owners and chefs of canteens still rely
on pen & paper to plan and forecast their menu. The result are inefficiencies and high cost for their
business. The food service business is typically a low margin business, which is a pain for the
owner of a canteen, as he struggles to stay profitable.

The Solution
We want to solve that problem by offering them an easy to use web-based forecasting tool. The
chef will receive a forecast based on weather, holidays, events and other crucial factors, which he
usually must remember by himself.

We use existing sales and purchase data of cash register and ERP-systems in canteens. The data
is used as input for a forecasting model, which gives the chef sales predictions as output. Thus he
is able to plan his meals more precisely and reduce food waste and initial food purchases. One of
the major external influence factors for the models is weather. Weather data (historical, actual,
forecast, rainetc.) influences eating behavior of the canteens’ customers.

Total Market
The market consists of three segments: hotels & accommodation businesses, communal feeding/
canteens and the catering/restaurant industry. In total, the viable number of businesses is 220.000
in Germany. Our average price for a subscription per year will be about 3000€, which results in a
total market size of 660 Mio. € in Germany.
In 30% of the cases the owner of the canteen is also the chef-cook, which makes it easier for us to
explain the functionality of our product and to test it. Also, canteens mostly have a very restricted
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variability of food and dishes, which they are offering. This makes it easier for us to configure and
deploy our product in their kitchen.

Business Model
The initial idea is to offer three packages, with each one having a different monthly fee. The fee
varies, depending on the size (revenue) of the canteen. The software is a tool for the owner and
chef-cook to visualize the data and gain insights into their business, for which they pay recurring
monthly license fees.

Current Status, Steps & Vision
We have our first partner canteens, which provide us with data and knowledge input. We are also
an official member of “Wir retten Lebensmittel”, an initiative of the Bavarian Ministry for Nutrition,
Agriculture & Forestry (http://www.stmelf.bayern.de/wir-retten-lebensmittel). It offers us access to a
huge variety of business stakeholders and customers.
Currently, we are working on the prediction model with our partners’ data and plan to have our first
prototype in the end of September. Our next steps will be to apply machine learning algorithms to
allow the system to adapt new locations, without our initial manual optimization.
Foodbytes’ vision is to change businesses’ perception of food waste and see it as a valuable
resource.
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9.2 Picture Protocol
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9.3

Table of Participants/Interview partners

Co-creation Workshop 13.07.2017; MARCO - Case Study Urban Planning
Organisation

Gender

Baureferat

f

Baureferat
m
Referat für Arbeit und Wirtschaft f

Referat für Arbeit und Wirtschaft f
Referat für Arbeit und Wirtschaft m
Referat für Arbeit und Wirtschaft
Hawadawa
Foodbytes
caala
UnternehmerTUM
UnternehmerTUM
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m
m
m
m
f
m

Position
energy efficient
construction
Climate protection and
construction manager
Air pollution
sustainable economy,
Climate Protection
Manager, ÖKOPROFIT
sustainable mobility, CityLogistik
Climate Protection
Manager RAW
CEO Start Up
CEO Start Up
CEO Start Up
Project Lead
Manager

Name
Sandra von Vegesack
Christian Fieger
Antonie Neumaier

Dr. Ursula Triebswetter
Attila Lüttmerding
Christian Rothe
Karim Tarraf
Roman Wolkow
Sebastian Dominguez
Patrizia Pawelek
Harald Jenull
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9.4 Framework Conditions
Comments
Category

Score Positive Conditions

Total
Score

Negative
Conditions

Mitigation/Adaptation/Both

NUTS 1

emission standards

Germany

4 Comparability

emission standards

Germany

Strong advocacy for Fast changes due
mainstreaming
to governmental
2 mitigation
decisions

criteria for the Building sectror

Germany

3 Energy efficiency

Germany

Strong advocacy for
mainstreaming
mitigation in sector,
2 easy to implement

Sector Governance and Strategies
39th federal emission
ordinance/regulation

protection

Emission Rates

CORE14

Emission Sticker for Cars
mitigation

Process is slow
and expensive

Total

5,5

Governance and
national, EU)

Strategies

(local,

Collaboration with CS Suppliers

Technology
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant
agreement No 730272
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Finance

Capacity

Research and Knowledge

Capacity

Normative

Overall Score

2,75

Score framework conditions based on list below (benchmarked green):
Green (8-10)
Amber (4-7)
Red
(1-3)
+ Accessible climate tools, data, knowledge on climate risks pertinent to sector
+ Organised and comprehensive sector initiatives to improve climate response
+ Available cost-effective climate services pertinent to sector/region
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+ Strong climate research (and development) ecosystem
+ Organised programmes for climate change pertinent to sector/region
+ Strong physical/technological infrastructure
+ High confidence in climate service (strong quality assurance/accreditation etc.)
+ Economic incentives for climate action
+ Strong and equitable enforcement of climate-related regulatory regimes
+ Strong and comprehensive climate change adaptation/mitigation plans
+ Tools and services available/used well adapted to sectoral/regional needs
+ Finance widely accessible that enables climate-related action
+ Support for production and uptake of climate services
+ Strong provision of climate insurance/resilience-enhancing services
+ Broad social consensus on need to address climate change
+ Regulatory support for innovation
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9.5 Climatically Sensitive Dependencies

Dependency on Climatically Sensitive Infrastructure and Systems (CSIS)
Industial Sector/Sub-sector or
Activity

NACE

Economic Rank
of Sector
Large Fixed Assets Transport Water

Development
projects

of

Other
(climatically
Market Demand Energy Ecosystem
sensitive raw materials)

building
41,1

Construction of residential
and non-residential buildings 41,2

Scoring
Red
Highly dependent on Climatically Sensitive Infrastructure and Systems (CSIS) for majority of sector's ore activities. Short term disruption could cause an
interruption in business continuity.
Orange
Moderate dependency on CSIS for majority of sector/activity's core activities. Several aspects of the business's operations along the value chain are liable to be
significantly interrupted.
Green
Low dependency on CSIS for the operation of sector's core activities; business continues to function during CSIS disruption.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant
agreement No 730272

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 730272

